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engineered to improve upon 
natures perfection

Exotic  
Hardwood 
Flooring
The exotic beauty of Brazilian  
hardwood flooring engineered to  
perform to the highest standards in 
demanding, residential and  
commercial applications.
IndusFloor engineered timber flooring is manufactured with a high quality  
multi-layer cross-ply construction, providing a stable timber floor that can be 
installed over most surfaces.

Timber sourced in the manufacture of IndusFloor engineered flooring is from  
sustainable sources verified by both Brazilian and international forestry  
accreditation bodies such as Brazilian Institute of Environment and Renewable 
Resources (IBAMA) and Forest Stewardship Council (FSC).

Features of IndusFloor Engineered Hardwood Flooring:

•	 	All	boards	are	pre-finished	with	up	to	9	layers	of	highly	durable	 
titanium oxide

•	 	4mm	Hardwood	wear	layer	can	be	re-sanded	and	finished	just	like	traditional	
timber flooring

•	 	Can	be	laid	over	any	level,	flat,	structurally	sound	subfloor	such	as	concrete	
slab, plywood or existing tiles and timber flooring

•	 	High	quality	hardwood	multi-layer	cross-ply	construction	provides	a	more	
stable product when compared to traditional solid timber floors. Boards are 
more	resistant	to	moisture	and	are	less	prone	to	shrinkage	in	air	conditioned	
environments

ENGINEERED FLOORING
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BRAZILIAN WALNUT 16.4
BRAZILIAN TEAK 15.7
TIETE CHESTNUT 15.7

BRAZILIAN CHERRY 12.5
MACCHIATO PECAN 15.7

SANTOS MAHOGANY 10.3
TIGERWOOD 10.1
BRUSH BOX 9.1
BLACKBUTT 8.9

WHITE OAK 5.8
KEMPAS 7.6

TASMANIAN OAK 4.9 IndusFloor Species



brazilian teakbrazilian teak
Brazilian Teak’s colour varies  
from a medium tan brown and 
includes yellow and light brown 
hues that in combination with a 
distinctive grain pattern makes  
this flooring the choice of high 
street retailers and discerning 
home owners around the world.
Brazilian Teak, unlike many exotics, undergoes very little 
colour change when in contact with sun light. It is also  
renowned for its superior hardness and durability.

FEATURES
 Kiln dried specifically for Australian conditions

 Highly durable Titanium Oxide Finish

 Tongue and groove profile

 Superior stain resistance

  Easy maintenance and ideal for asthmatics and allergy  
sufferers

  Can be laid over any level, flat, structurally sound  
sub-floor

 Can be re-sanded just like traditional floors

 Excellent for multi-level units

COLOUR CHANGE
The colour of Brazilian Teak remains unaffected by exposure 
to light.

HARDNESS RATING
Brazilian Teak has a Janka hardness rating of 15.7KN and is 
one of the hardest timbers available in the IndusFloor range, 
over seventy percent harder than Blackbutt.

soft

151075.50

moderate hard very hard
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White Oak also known as Carvalho Branco features blonde 
to white characteristics sometimes including light to medium 
brown tones and often compared with Tasmanian Oak,  
although more durable.

white oak



White Oak is a light species that when installed offers a 
bright and crisp environment that will compliment both 
modern and classic furnishings.

FEATURES
 Kiln dried specifically for Australian conditions

 Highly durable Titanium Oxide Finish

 Tongue and groove profile

 Superior stain resistance

  Easy maintenance and ideal for asthmatics and allergy  
sufferers

  Can be laid over any level, flat, structurally sound  
sub-floor

 Can be re-sanded just like traditional floors

 Excellent for multi-level units

COLOUR CHANGE
White Oak is largely unaffected by exposure to light.

HARDNESS RATING
White Oak is a medium density timber with a Janka 
hardness rating of 5.8KN - more durable than  
Tasmanian Oak.

soft

151075.50

moderate hard very hard
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Tiete Chestnut features a combination of medium brown,  
tan and darker brown tones complimented with a distinctive 
grain pattern.
Tiete Chestnut is a very hard durable timber that is one of the most popular species in the IndusFloor range.

tiete chestnut

FEATURES
 Kiln dried specifically for Australian conditions

 Highly durable Titanium Oxide Finish

 Tongue and groove profile

 Superior stain resistance

  Easy maintenance and ideal for asthmatics and  
allergy sufferers

  Can be laid over any level, flat, structurally sound  
sub-floor

 Can be re-sanded just like traditional floors

 Excellent for multi-level units

COLOUR CHANGE
Tiete Chestnut’s warm tones are mostly unaffected by 
exposure to light.

HARDNESS RATING
Tiete Chestnut has a Janka hardness rating of 15.7KN 
and is one of the hardest timbers in the IndusFloor 
range - over seventy percent harder than Brush Box.

soft

151075.50

moderate hard very hard
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Macchiato Pecan is our most distinctive and visually  
striking species that makes a powerful statement  
particularly in large areas.

FEATURES
 Kiln dried specifically for Australian conditions

 Highly durable Titanium Oxide Finish

 Tongue and groove profile

 Superior stain resistance

  Easy maintenance and ideal for asthmatics and  
allergy sufferers

  Can be laid over any level, flat, structurally sound  
sub-floor

 Can be re-sanded just like traditional floors

 Excellent for multi-level units

COLOUR CHANGE
Macchiato Pecan has a varied colour palette that is 
mostly unaffected by exposure to light.

HARDNESS RATING
Macchiato Pecan is a very durable timber with a Janka 
hardness rating of 15.7KN - almost eighty percent 
harder that Blackbutt.

macchiato pecanmacchiato pecan

soft

151075.50

moderate hard very hard
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Macchiato Pecan demonstrates white to brown hues in the  
sapwood highlighted by many shades of dark browns to almost 
black  hues throughout the heartwood.







Brazilian Cherry features a mix 
of colourful hues from tans to 
reddish brown with some black 
streaking. Known for it’s natural 
beauty and superior hardness, 
Brazilian Cherry is one of the 
worlds finest hardwoods.
Featuring distinctive and varied grain patterns that mature 
over time, to a rich reddish brown.

FEATURES
 Kiln dried specifically for Australian conditions

 Highly durable Titanium Oxide Finish

 Tongue and groove profile

 Superior stain resistance

  Easy maintenance and ideal for asthmatics and allergy  
sufferers

  Can be laid over any level, flat, structurally sound  
sub-floor

 Can be re-sanded just like traditional floors

 Excellent for multi-level units

COLOUR CHANGE
Brazilian Cherry is a photosensitive wood, with its original 
colour darkening to a deep red with exposure to light, which 
stabilises approximately three months after installation.

HARDNESS RATING
Brazilian Cherry has a Janka hardness rating of 12.5KN,  
almost 40 percent harder than Blackbutt.

soft

151075.50

moderate hard very hard

brazilian cherrybrazilian cherry
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tigerwoodtigerwood

Admired for its striking diversity, Tigerwood is as the name 
suggests. Tigerwood is synonymous for it’s dark streaks  
and stunning contrasts that offer the owner a truly  
individual floor.

FEATURES
 Kiln dried specifically for Australian conditions

 Highly durable Titanium Oxide Finish

 Tongue and groove profile

 Superior stain resistance

  Easy maintenance and ideal for asthmatics and allergy  
sufferers

  Can be laid over any level, flat, structurally sound  
sub-floor

 Can be re-sanded just like traditional floors

 Excellent for multi-level units

COLOUR CHANGE
Tigerwood is a photosensitive wood, with it’s original  
colour darkening to deep reddish brown with exposure  
to light, which stabilises approximately three months  
after installation.

HARDNESS RATING
Tigerwood has a Janka hardness rating of 10.1KN - twice as 
hard as Tasmanian Oak.

soft

151075.50

moderate hard very hard

Tigerwood is a distinctive species. Featuring a rich colour palette 
of orange and redish browns with deep eclectic streaks of black.
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brazilian walnut

Brazilian Walnut is popular amongst architects and 
designers for its exceptionally fine graining, superior 
hardness and natural dark colouration.

FEATURES
 Kiln dried specifically for Australian conditions

 Highly durable Titanium Oxide Finish

 Tongue and groove profile

 Superior stain resistance

  Easy maintenance and ideal for asthmatics and  
allergy sufferers

  Can be laid over any level, flat, structurally sound  
sub-floor

 Can be re-sanded just like traditional floors

 Excellent for multi-level units

COLOUR CHANGE
The rich chocolate tones of Brazilian Walnut are mostly 
unaffected by exposure to light.

HARDNESS RATING
Brazilian Walnut has a Janka hardness rating of 16.4KN, 
the hardest timber available in the IndusFloor range 
and one of the finest in the world. Brazilian Walnut is 
almost twice as hard as most common Australian timber 
species!

soft

151075.50

moderate hard very hard

Brazilian Walnut is known as one of the most durable hardwood 
timbers commercially available. Well known for its  
colour palette of chocolate brown and nearly black hues,  
Brazilian Walnut is truly a unique and exotic hardwood species.
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Santos Mahogany includes  
reddish brown to deep red  
colours that are often  
compared to Sydney Blue Gum  
for its warmth and depth of  
character.
FEATURES
 Kiln dried specifically for Australian conditions

 Highly durable Titanium Oxide Finish

 Tongue and groove profile

 Superior stain resistance

  Easy maintenance and ideal for asthmatics and allergy  
sufferers

  Can be laid over any level, flat, structurally sound  
sub-floor

 Can be re-sanded just like traditional floors

 Excellent for multi-level units

COLOUR CHANGE
Santos Mahogany’s reddish brown to deep red colours  
remain largely unchanged after installation and are generally 
unaffected by exposure to light.

HARDNESS RATING
Santos Mahogany has a Janka hardness rating of 10.3KN 
almost forty percent harder than Kempas.

soft

151075.50

moderate hard very hard
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santos mahoganysantos mahogany





engineered hardwoodengineered hardwood
IndusFloor offers an exiting 
range of Engineered Hardwood 
Flooring, designed with rich,  
natural colours and distinctive 
grain patterns that blend to  
form characteristics unique to 
each species.
Brazilian Hardwoods are branded for their legendary  
hardness and durability, most species being substantially 
harder than common Australian species. Together with up 
to nine coats of titanium oxide, it guarantees longer wear,  
superior stain resistance and easier maintenance. These 
floors are not only visually powerful but are rated to  
withstand the most demanding applications in residential 
and commercial environments.

A rich palette of colour is often represented within one 
exotic species, creating a unique mosaic. Some exotics are 
also photosensitive, darkening over time with exposure to 
light. The process enhances the natural beauty that  
stabilises approximately three months after installation.

QUALITY FEATURES OF INDUSFLOOR  
ENGINEERED FLOORING
 Consistent natural colour of real wood

  Retains natural colour even when sanded and  
refinished (Maximum recommended 2 - 3 times)

  The clear finish lets the natural beauty of timber shine 
through

  Ultra tough titanium oxide finish guarantees superior 
wear, even in high traffic areas

 Easy to clean and maintain

  Quick and easy to install, without sanding, dust or  
finishing odours.

IndusFloor’s Engineered Hardwood Flooring is produced 
with demanding residential and commercial applications  
in mind. Our crystal clear titanium oxide finish, provides 
years of enjoyment with minimal routine maintenance, 
while revealing the enchanting character of exotic  
Brazilian hardwoods.

Our prefinished engineered hardwood range is quick and 
easy to install, eliminating sanding, dust and finishing 
odours. Please refer to our detailed installation instructions 
for further information.

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE OF  
PREFINISHED FLOORS
  Sweep, vacuum or dust/mop regularly to prevent sand 

or abrasive dust build up which can scratch the floor’s 
finish

 Clean spills with a damp cloth

  Periodically clean floors using a leading brand cleaner 
or recommended cleaner for prefinished hardwood 
floors

  Place high-quality floor mats and area rugs near outside 
entrances to prevent dirt, sand and other unwanted 
substances from being tracked directly onto flooring

  Support heavy furniture and appliances with wide- 
bearing glides or castors

  Affix felt floor protectors on movable furniture  
including chairs, tables and sofas that sit directly  
on hardwood flooring

  Do not use abrasive brushes, steel wool, soap  
detergents or ammonia based cleaners



flooring
INSTALLATION
Installing IndusFloor Engineered Hardwood Flooring can 
be quick and simple for those confident with DIY projects. 
However, IndusFloor recommends the use of a professional 
installer for a long term quality finish.

IndusFloor Engineered Hardwood Flooring may be glued 
to the sub-floor for a more solid feel or “floated” over 
an appropriate acoustic underlay providing good sound 
insulation.

For detailed information on installing IndusFloor  
Engineered Hardwood Flooring please contact us on  
1300 868 788 or online at www.indusfloor.com.au.

MATCHING ACCESSORIES
To complete the perfect installation with a finishing touch, 
IndusFloor offers coordinated transitions, trims and stair 
treads to match our Engineered Hardwood Flooring range.

A complete selection of exotic mouldings and accessories 
to choose from, all precision milled from the finest  
materials and stocked for immediate delivery.

Please contact IndusFloor for complete details.

SPECIFICATIONS
Nobile 14mm Thick x 148mm Wide.
Random Lengths from 700mm to 2134mm*

4mm sliced wear layer (lamela)
*subject to variation

OUR GUARANTEE
IndusFloor’s Engineered Hardwood Floors are covered by 
comprehensive residential finish warranty, extended to the 
original purchaser.

All factory applied UV cured titanium oxide surfaces on 
IndusFloor’s prefinished range is guaranteed not to wear 
through or separate from flooring for 15 years from the 
date of purchase, when used under normal household 
conditions.

SPECIES AVAILABILITY
The engineered flooring species described in this catalogue 
are only a fraction of the range available. Please refer to 
IndusFloor for your full range of timber choices.

flooring
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Varnish 4mm – Wooden top  
veneer High quality core  

in structured plywood

Joint System

Varnish4mm  
– Wooden top 

veneer

High quality core in 
structured plywood



environmentenvironment
Wood and timber products are the only truly renewable  
building product. It is a product that has been used in different 
forms of construction since the beginning of mankind. Timber 
demonstrates high relative mechanical strength, considerable 
chemical resistance and excellent thermal insulative properties.



sustainability
With absolute respect to this unique raw material, our mill produces some of the best engineered 
hardwood floors in the world, a result of the latest technologies combined with a strict control of the 
entire process.

Working with tropical timber and reforestation practices, our factories embrace special steps from the 
extraction of raw materials to the manufacture of flooring products specifically designed for the  
Australian market.

Currently our principal in Brazil has numerous reforestation farms such as Eucalyptus, Teak and Pine 
and part of the wood removed from these farms are used for wood flooring production.

Forests are one of the best carbon sinks on the planet and wood products such as timber flooring  
naturally store carbon for many decades making a positive contribution to climate change.

IndusFloor actively promotes sustainable forestry practices and timber used in the  
manufacture of our flooring is selectively harvested and inspected by the  
Brazilian Institute of the Environment and Natural Resources  
(IBAMA).Our principal’s factories carry the Forest Stewardship  
Council (FSC) chain of custody accreditation  
(Indusparquet FSC:SCS-COC003697).

sustainability



FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT US
[P] 1300 868 788 [E] sales@indusfloor.com.au
[W] www.indusfloor.com.au

NOTE: Variations of colour within a timber species are normal, therefore, photographs, images, 
samples and display panels can only be indicative of the colour range of the timber species  
nominated. Timber is a natural product and can react to changes in environment such as humidity 
and temperature. It is therefore recommended that these species are viewed at a timber flooring 
showroom before a decision is made on colour.

Front Cover: Brazilian Oak – Amendoim


